
Now you can restore virtually any surface to a ‘like-new’ finish in just hours and save thousands over replacement  concrete or
decking. Do you have a deck that is old and ’splintery’ and won’t hold paint necessitating the need to  repaint every 1-2 years? Do you
have a concrete surface that is dirty, old looking, spalled, minor cracking and  really showing its signs of age? Now you can
RESURFACE these areas by simply rolling on Armor Renew! No need  to tear down your deck and replace it for many thousands! No
need for you to jackhammer out your patio or  concrete decking!

Superb for pool decks, steps, patios, decks, walkways, porches, balconies, virtually ANY wood or  concrete surface! NO SPECIAL
SKILLS ARE REQUIRED, JUST ROLL ON!

Armor Renew is a proprietary blend of acrylic polymers and high performance military grade resins with concrete  and stone powders,
epoxy bonding agents and silica additives that give the Armor Renew an amazingly strong and long lasting surface. Our Molecular
Bonding Technology makes it stick to virtually any properly prepared surface  with tenacious adhesion. Specially formulated from high
performance proprietary resins and stone powders gives it  the unique ability to adhere with unwavering performance, but still be easy
to apply (it just rolls on), look great,  and give many, many years of long lasting life.

Armor Renew can be applied to any clean, dry, wood or concrete surface. No special prep is required other than  power washing to
remove dirt, pollen, etc. Previous coatings must also be removed as the Armor Renew can only  stick to bare concrete or wood. Wood
surfaces should be lightly sanded first and primed with the Renew Primer, and concrete surfaces should be  lightly etched with diluted
muriatic acid for excellent adhesion.

Armor Renew is super slip resistant for use on areas that get wet such as pools, steps and sidewalks, so no extra  non skid additives
are required. The finished surface has a natural texture to it that hides and covers minor to  small imperfections in your concrete or
wood, renewing the look. Armor Renew is not designed for driveways or  garages or other areas with vehicular traffic, nor for
'standing water' applications.

Armor Renew fills in splintered areas, small cracks, fissures, spalls, splits, and other imperfections giving your  surface a ‘like new’
look for fractions of the cost of replacement. Unlike paints or stains which ’soak in’, Armor  Renew sits ON the surface and is over 50
times thicker than paint. Resists mold and mildew, and is easy to keep clean  with just a simple hosing down occasionally.

Armor Renew is available in 25 colors!   We also offer a color-matched smooth version for easy coating of  uprights, rails and
between boards.
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PUT A BRAND NEW SURFACE ON! DECKS, PATIOS, PORCHES, SIDEWALKS!  ELIMINATE
THE NEED TO REPLACE OLD, WORN (BUT SOUND) SURFACES! LASTS  A LIFETIME!
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